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Creative imagination and dynamic capacity in our actions for Mission success is essential. Success 
is based on solid long term relationships that are developed, when we transform thought, vision, 
desire, resources and energy into reality, the vision with purpose.

As we envision the future, every program, project, technology, product and service has a timeline. 
With project management, challenges, values, priorities, options, achievement and reward are all 
possible with multiple choice points in the timeline, like everyday life choices. The timeline is about 
creating the future, an alternate reality we can have by choice. We can predict the future because 
we are creating it, with imagination, choice points and work. Freedom of choice exists for the 
individual, enterprise, community, industry and nation. Anyone can be pro-active in co-creation of 
that reality by empowering choices in the direction expressed in our unified and focused Vision.

Our vision is the Ultimate Flying Machine Adventure.

Enterprise can engage in prime contract, co-development, OEM and business transactions to 
secure strategic, operational and tactical advantage, exactly like aircraft, spacecraft and aerospace 
technology, creating more dynamic reality and options, transactions, custom build, conditional 
sales and acquisition, deployment, contracts, sales, investment and revenue with high value added 
technology, products and services that enable, augment and amplify opportunity that can energize 
more people and potential in a positive, constructive and co-operative atmosphere. 

Community and Industry Development Vision involves the Investment Vision which includes other 
related companies, endeavours, programs, projects, products, services, technology, enterprise and 
business transactions like multiple development and acquisition options that offer capabilities that 
go way beyond typical conventional portfolio, investment and wealth management. Enterprise 
development and new wealth creation magnifies vision and capability of alternate reality creation.

A dynamic comprehensive vision can provide more relevant options for a vibrant community, with 
an environment for creative and ambitious enterprise and individuals can excel and succeed and 
add to the quality of life for families and individuals with all their hopes and dreams. People can 
choose to stay, build, invest and have families, with opportunities for personal and professional 
growth and quality of life, where competence, unified identity, true values and enthusiasm are 
appreciated and energized with purpose by individuals working to build great things together. With 
us, it is the Ultimate Flying Machine Adventure.

In the entity enterprise point of view, new products, technology, services, programs, projects and 
new wealth is generated.  Various personal, enterprise, business, community, industry and national 
opportunities and options exist or may be created, that are certainly pro-active and forward looking.

Enable, Augment and Amplify - summary of inter-related opportunities and options
1. Entity-Enterprise - strategic, operational and tactical
2. Entity-Enterprise - industry level relations, prime/sub contract, Tiers 1 - 4
3. Entity-Enterprise - co-development, capital structure and business transactions
4. Community elements - Economic Development Vision, strategic plan and actions
5. Community elements - entities, capital structure, securities, agreements
6. Community prosperity - careers, revenue, compensation, new wealth creation
7. Community and Personnel development, recruitment, training, education, programs 
8. Customers - buying group, product, services, techno development and acquisition
9. Industry Assets - multiplied resources, capabilities, opportunities
10. Industry Optimization - convergence and expansion, local, regional, national

The Ultimate Flying Machine Adventure
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